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1	 Possessing a ‘grand old name’ is one thing, maintaining the 

standards that made such a name grand in the first place, 

is quite another. QP discovers Favre-Leuba have amassed  

a collection worthy of its heritage.

Timothy Treffry
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Watch companies love to talk about heritage and 

many will stretch reality to its limits to find 18th 

Century origins. When you look at the success of 

individuals like Franck Mueller and François-Paul 

Journe who were prepared to say simply: “I’m a 

talented watchmaker and these are my watches”, 

this obsession with lineage is hard to understand. 

But if you’ve got it, I guess you may as well flaunt 

it and many do find an old name a convenient 

promotional hook. 

Originating with Abraham Favre in 1737, Favre-

Leuba, although little known today, is one of the 

grand old names of Swiss watchmaking. The Leuba 

name was added early in the next century when 

Favre-Leuba pocket watches, with their stylised hour 

glass trade mark, found markets in the US and Chile, 

Lebanon and Bahrain, Singapore and India; global 

marketing is by no means a modern phenomenon. 

The first Favre-Leuba wristwatches are said to 

have appeared around the time of the First World 

War, but this is yet to be authenticated. Between 

1940 and 1970 some major technical innovations 

were introduced: the Bivouac, in 1962, included a 

barometer and altimeter; and the Bathy (1966) had 

a depth gauge and a dive-time indicator. During 

the 1960s the company was producing 650,000 

watches a year: from cheap pin-pallet models for 

the Indian market, to ‘top of the range’. Perhaps 

its greatest achievement in this period was 

the development, in collaboration with Girard-

Perregaux, of the first high-beat (36,000 vph) 

watch to be exhibited at Basel. 

In an experiment involving 400 

watches, Favre-Leuba found that 

the new 36,000 vph movements 

were superior to the 21,600 vph 

versions – the fastest then available, 

not only in timekeeping, but also in 

retention of balance amplitude during 

run-down and in minimising variations 

with orientation. 

Notwithstanding this success, the 

company, which had been associated 

with the Favre family for eight generations, 

failed during ‘the quartz crisis’ of the 1970s. 

Ownership bounced around – resting briefly 

in the same hands as Jaeger-LeCoultre – 

before being taken up by LVMH, who used 

Favre-Leuba’s production facilities for twenty 

years to support the Dior brand. 

This image and previous page: A. Schild is limited to 101 pieces,  
which use the original hand wound, 36’000 vph movement manufactured 1967. 

Angelus Chrono Datoluxe is a hand wound mechanical watch, displaying hours, minutes, 
seconds, day, date and moonphases, with a column-wheel chronograph showing 30-minute 
register and small seconds. The Calibre 252 is made from parts of the 1948 original.  
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The company was 

acquired by its present 

owners, a family associated 

with the industry for 3 generations 

as suppliers of components, in 2003. Plans for 

developing the brand took some time to mature, 

but it was decided to capitalise on its technical and 

quality traditions, reviving its iconic models and 

positioning its watches between £6K and £30K.

Rewind
The company has managed to acquire a hundred 

original vintage 36,000-vph base movements 

produced by A. Schild in 1967. They are self-winding 

with a power reserve of 42 hours and have been 

given a suitably ‘retro’ look; with simple hour batons 

and a rose-gold (4N) plated steel case. The hands 

and indexes are 18 ct. gold; making cases and dial 

fittings is one of the skills of the current owners.

Small parcels of antique movements continue to 

appear from time to time; presumably from the 

back of a Swiss Granddad’s sock drawer. Going even 

further with the ‘retro’ theme, Favre-Leuba has 

refurbished 50 Angelus calibre 252 column wheel 

chronographs from 1948. These are manually 

wound and beat a stately 18,000 vph. They have 

been upgraded with a double-digit day/date 

calendar and moon phase and cased in white gold. 

A new Bathy Chronograph has been inspired by 

the Favre-Leuba Bathy of 1966, but it is based on 

a modern Dubois-Dépraz self-winding 28,800 vph 

movement. It can display the time in 3 time zones, 

one on a 24-hour dial, and is cased in titanium.

Left and bottom: Bathy Chronograph 
Triple Time Zone uses the automatic 
Calibre 304, it has a 46 mm titanium 
case and is water resistant to 100 m.

Left: The Original 1966 
Bathy, which provided 
the first depth gauge  
in meters and feet.
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A new Favre-Leuba movement is under 

development and will be available late next year (or 

early 2011). It will be made ‘in house’ and returns 

to the famous 36,000 vph. Manually wound twin 

barrels give it a power reserve of 8 days.

Given the present market situation, it is probably 

the worst time in twenty years to launch, or re-

launch, a watch brand. Watches are usually a 

discretionary purchase and industry figures show 

that those who regard a new watch as essential 

in the current climate are thin on the ground. The 

decline in Swiss watch exports (year on year), 

which started last September, has accelerated 

since; reaching 26% in April. Anecdotal opinion has 

it that sales in May (yet to be reported) have been 

the worst that any of the current generation of 

watchmakers can recall. 

The classics of the Favre Leuba range will 

nevertheless appeal to enthusiasts, and, as 

company CEO Clément Brunet-Moret points out, 

only small numbers are available. His problem is 

not selling the watches, but rather letting the 

people who will want to buy them know that they 

exist. Brunet-Moret believes that the old system 

of selling via agents and retailers is dead; at least 

as far as low volume brands are concerned. He is in 

discussions with other small independent groups 

to produce a highly focused form of ‘destination 

marketing’, with promotions at specialist outlets 

frequented by collectors.  8

Favre-Leube’s in-house, twin-barrel, high frequency movement will be release in 2011

Further Information:  www.favre-leuba.com 

Released last year, the 
Mercury collection feature 

the patented Embedded 
Running Indicator and the 

patented Bidirectional/
Crown Locking System. 

The classics of the Favre Leubra 
range will nevertheless appeal  
to enthusiasts
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